
Country Shutters, the home of 
beautifully made shutters & blinds.



Country Shutters 
has evolved from 
an architectural 
and interior design 
background, spanning 
some 20 years. 

Shutters not only enhance your home, they 
are a complimentary addition to any room. 
They are now a popular Window dressing in 
the UK, having originated from plantation 
houses in the southern US states. We offer a 
complete and professional home service for 
all of our clients.

We pride ourselves in providing a 
professional and bespoke shutter 
service to all of our customers. 
We supply all of our clients with 
illustrative drawings to show how 
your shutters will look in your home.

All of our shutters are made to 
measure exclusively for each 
customer. We use two factories 
to manufacture our shutters. Nien 

Made are the world’s largest 
manufacturer of plantation shutters 
and they are based in China. Our 
Limewood range of shutters are 
handmade in our European factory, 
which use locally grown Basswood, 
responsibly sourced. We guarantee 
these from defective manufacture 
for 3 years. As we manufacture our 
shutters in Europe our delivery time 
is 4-5 weeks. 



Shutters

Full Height Shutters
As the name suggests this style covers the 
whole of the window and provides beautiful 
symmetry with a clean and sophisticated look, 
this can add a real wow factor in large rooms. 
This is the most popular style, we fit across all 
ranges and can be supplied with or without 
mid/divider rails. The mid rails can be central 
or offset to match horizontal glazing bars and 
provide enhanced light and privacy control.

Cafe Style
Stylish and cost effective use of shutters. 
Creating privacy at a lower level and allowing 
plenty of light through the top of the window. 
Most commonly used in ground floor reception 
areas and bathrooms.

Tier on Tier
Two sets of Shutters installed one on top of 
the other in the same frame with the split 
generally in line with a horizontal glazing bar 
on the window. Independent panels top and 
bottom give greater versatility of light and 
privacy. Each panel opening separately.

Tracked
Tracked shutters are ideal for use over French 
doors, patio doors, bi fold doors or any wide 
aperture where the panels are fitted at floor 
level. We have also installed fixed louvered 
panels as room dividers.

Bifolds are perfectly designed and fitted for 
uninterrupted views of the garden, our tracked 
bifold shutters work well in conjunction with 
bi-fold doors. The tracked systems allow the 
shutters to concertina to the side and bring a 
little of the outside into your home.

Bay Window
Bay windows are notoriously difficult to cover, 
however, with our experience, no matter the 
size or complexity of the window, we have the 
perfect shutters from our range of frames and 
T posts, offering a great view from inside as 
well as outside.

We offer 2 types of bay shutter, a square bay 
with 90 degree angles and the splay bay which 
typically has by posts at 135 degrees. These 
can be configured as full height, café style or 
Tier on Tier. Available in most materials.

Solid Shutters
An alternative to standard shutters. Choose 
from solid raised shutters that offer near 
blackout and enhanced insulation from noise, 
or solid base/louvered top shutters ideal for 
covering half glazed doors.

Special Shapes
From port holes to arches, our shaped shutters 
create stunning effects utilising the window 
portrait. No matter how impressive the scale, 
our shutters can be designed to fit. 
Available in most materials. Bay windows are 
notoriously difficult to cover, however, with our 
experience, no matter the size or complexity 
of the window, we have the perfect shutters 
from our range of frames and T posts, offering 
a great view from inside as well as outside.



Blinds

Venetian Blinds
To compliment our shutter range, we also 
offer an excellent range of made to measure 
venetian blinds made from the same Basswood 
as our shutters. Our wooden and privacy 
venetians are made from quality renewably 
sourced Basswood, supplied with an extensive 
selection of over 200 wood stain finishes and 
painted colours. These have been especially 
chosen to reflect both current trends and 
endearing favourites. We can supply with and 
without tapes. Our blinds are manufactured 
here in the UK, to international standards and 
child safety compliant BS EN 13120:2009. Our 
blinds are made to measure to fit perfectly 
within your window recess. All blinds will be 
fitted with child safe breakaway consolidators, 
giving you peace of mind.

Next day service available on Expression and 
Wooden Venetian range. 

Expressions
Our budget range of Expressions venetian 
blinds are manufactured from composite 
plastic and have a real wood finish. Available 
in a range of louvres 35mm, 50mm and 63mm. 
Available in a choice of colours and tapes. 

Wooden
Our Wood Venetian Blinds are manufactured 
here in the UK from the same wood as our 
shutters, which use locally grown Basswood 
Trees, responsibly sourced. The wood is then 
kiln dried on site and made to your order. 
This gives a great finish to our venetians and 
exclusively made for you. Optional tapes 
available. Available as 50mm and 63mm louvres. 

Privacy
Our Premium Wood Venetian are handmade in 
our European factory, which use locally grown 
Basswood Trees, responsibly sourced. The 
wood is then kiln dried on site and hand made 
to your order. This gives a great finish to our 
venetians and exclusively made for you. 
Our unique manufacturing allows real privacy, 
with only a very small pinhole on the back of 
the louvre, attaching to the tilt cord. These 
limits the amount of light penetration and gives 
a unique look when closed. Optional tapes 
available. Available as 50mm and 63mm louvres.

“Lovely finish to the blinds and 
it’s best thing I’ve done for my 
windows...”John Wheeler



Gibus

Farnham  01252 888853 
Bournemouth  01202 238533
Woking  01483 698673         

       
hello@countryshutters.co.uk
www.countryshutters.co.uk

Sail shades provide spectacular effects, 
providing a highly functional solution. 


